Study on Influencing Factors and Control Strategies of Surgical Smoke Concentration Distribution
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ABSTRACT

Paroxysmal fumes during surgical operations endanger the health of medical staff. Special measures for removing surgical smoke are lacking. Article Real-time monitoring of particulate matter concentrations in surgical smoke at different locations under different surgical conditions were explored, and a particulate matter purification control strategy was proposed. The PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$ concentrations in the operating and respiratory zones near the operating table were about 3.0 times more than the specified value, but both surgical procedures met the requirements of PM concentration in the public zone. Therefore, a clean operating room is not clean for medical staff. The smoke produced by the three scalpels resulted in particle sizes of 0.30 –2.50 µm in the respiratory zone, and calculate apparent density of powders to be 1.21g cm$^{-3}$. The surgical smoke produced by the ultrasound scalpel resulted in the highest median PM$_{10}$ concentration in the operating area. The results show that the smoke produced by different surgical conditions is mainly ultra-fine particles, which are more likely to harm the health of medical staff. A small surgical smoke circulation purification and dust removal system was designed, which could effectively suppress the spread of surgical smoke and reduce the occupational hazards of medical staff. The optimized control plan could significantly reduce the PM$_{2.5}$ concentration value at measurement point a when the electric knife was turned on by approximately 200.0%. The PM$_{2.5}$ concentration of breathing zone was close to 75.0 µg m$^{-3}$, which basically met the occupational health requirements. The decrease in the PM$_{2.5}$ concentration of operating zone was about 50.0%, but it still exceeded the limit. It had a reference value for the occupational health protection of the first-line medical staff of existing epidemics.
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INTRODUCTION

Air quality and environmental issues that affect human health have created widespread concern, resulting in research on environmental particulate pollution control by the government and scholars. As a typical highly clean indoor space in Fig. 1(A), surgical operating rooms face the intrusion of different pollutants, such as medical gases, cell debris, and aerosols, which severely endanger the health of patients and medical staff (Bree et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2018). With the development of surgical techniques and the widespread use of equipment, surgical smoke as a typical source of pollution poses a significant hazard in surgical environments (Wang et al., 2016; Buonanno et al., 2019).

Surgical Smoke as Primary Pollution Source

Surgical smoke contains fine particles caused by the destruction, ablation, and decomposition of tissue when a high-frequency electrosurgical knife, laser knife, or ultrasonic scalpel is used, as shown in Fig. 1(C). It is an aerosol that consists of 95% water and 5% granulated cell debris (Baier et al., 2019). Studies have shown that a large number of harmful chemical components in surgical smoke, such as hydrocarbons, nitriles, organic amines, aldehydes and a small amount of hydrogen cyanide, formaldehyde, benzene, DNA (Moot et al., 2007). According to statistics from the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, about 500,000 people are exposed to surgical smoke annually, including nurses, anesthesiologists, surgeons, and patients (Watson, 2010). Headaches and inflammation of the eyes and mucous membranes are common symptoms among operating room personnel, who also face an increased risk of developing cancer from long-term exposure (Barret and Garber, 2003; Peng et al., 2019). The type of surgery and scalpel and the pathology of the target tissue significantly influence the characteristics of paroxysmal particulate pollutants during an operation (Kanter, 1992; Wu et al., 2011).
As the human body is exposed to fine particulate matter, the concentration mainly determines the amounts of fine particles of different sizes that directly invade the human respiratory tract, depositing in the lungs (Whyte et al., 2019). Since 2008, the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and the American Association of Operating Room Nurses (AORN) have sought to prevent operating room smoke by introducing management countermeasures and practices.

**Airborne Particles as Main Component of Surgical Smoke**

The level of exposure to fine particles is closely related to human health. Airborne particles in surgical smoke can cause various ailments and diseases, such as headaches, retching, inflammation, and cancer (Kwak et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019). When using resection or electrocoagulation during surgery, a large quantity of respirable particles can be generated, and 95% of the particles have particle sizes between 0.3 µm and 5.0 µm (Li et al., 2013). The concentration of aerosol particles near the nose of medical staff can be as high as $3.6 \times 10^9$ m$^{-3}$ (Zoon et al., 2011). Studies have shown that different surgical procedures and types of surgical scalpels can cause different concentrations of particulate matter during surgery. For example, the concentration of surgical smoke particles from a short-term, high-frequency electrosurgical knife can reach 60,000–100,000 m$^{-3}$ in 5 min. Laser scalpels produce approximately twice the concentration of particulate matter in smoke (Imani et al., 2018; Kuga et al., 2018). There are significant differences between superficial and abdominal surgeries, which produce PM$_{2.5}$ concentrations of 245.7 and 149.4 µg m$^{-3}$ after 3–6 s of electrosurgical opening, respectively (Chen et al., 2018; Golda et al., 2019). However, previous research has not focused on the monitoring and hazard analysis of the particle concentration of surgical smoke near the medical staff during different surgical procedures using different knives.

**Clean Operating Room May Not be “Clean”**

Operating rooms should be absolutely sterile and clean spaces, equipped with independent constant temperature and humidity clean air-conditioning systems and disinfection measures. On the one hand, these systems prevent infections from surgical sites due to the presence of pollutants from medical devices, medical staff, and the surrounding environment (Chavis et al., 2016). On the other hand, ensuring that medical personnel perform operations in a clean and comfortable environment can help improve the probability of a successful aseptic surgery (In et al., 2015). At present, operating room design and safeguard measures ensure the clean requirements of the operating environment as much as possible. People believe that operating rooms should be absolutely clean spaces, but one study showed that 85.0% of the interviewed medical staff agreed that the operating room was absolutely clean (Pennock, 2020). However, some studies have shown that there were more than 600 chemical
components in surgical smoke (Carbajo-Rodriguez et al., 2009). The average daily smoke produced by an operating room was equivalent to the smoke produced by the burning of 27 to 30 cigarettes (Okoshi et al., 2015). There is a direct relationship between the number of Chinese medical staff, the number of patients with postoperative infections, and the smoke during the operation (Mellor and Hutchinson, 2013). Summarizing the existing research from recent years, the main reasons for the contamination of clean operating rooms are as follows. (1) Medical staff entering and exiting during the operation cause the airtight door of the operating room to open, allowing bacteria to enter and endangering human health (Huang et al., 2019). (2) The long-term failure of purification devices of the existing clean ventilation systems creates pollution in the surgical environment (Bigony, 2007). The different surgical smoke jets under the action of scalpels that medical staff inhale are often ignored. However, ordinary surgical masks can only filter particles larger than 5 µm. Even if the medical staff wear protective masks, fine particles can still be inhaled. The existing clean ventilation technology is designed for the overall purification of operating rooms, and there has been no substantial research on how to capture and purify surgical smoke efficiently. Therefore, a clean operating room might not be “clean” for medical staff and patients in Fig. 1(B).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this study, the concentration of particulate matter in an operating room was measured in real time for different scalpels and surgical operations in Fig. 1(D), and the concentration of particulate matter of different sizes at the moment of scalpel opening was analyzed. Based on the test results, a small-scale circulating purification and dust removal system was proposed to reduce the PM concentration in the doctor's breathing zone.

Experimental Design

This experiment was based on a 100-level laminar flow clean operating room (L × W × H = 6.3 m × 5.1 m × 3.0 m = 96.4 m³). The operating room was equipped with a high-efficiency, independent temperature and humidity controlling displacement ventilation and purification system, where the purification level was H 14, and the purification efficiency of fine particulate matter reached 99.995% (Yau and Ding, 2014). The results of the public environmental measurements met the requirements of Chinese operating room regulations, as described in Section 3.1 and 3.2 (GB3095, 2012). The air supply port was in the middle of the ceiling (2.6 m × 2.4 m). Each side wall was arranged with a louver air return outlet (4.8 m × 0.8 m) from the ground (0.1 m). The operating table was located in the middle of the room (1.8 m × 0.6 m × 0.8 m). Without consideration of the operating procedure, according to the GB/T 16292-2010 standard (Test method for suspended particles in clean rooms (areas) of the pharmaceutical industry), the concentrations of particulate matter at measurement point a (0.8–1.2 m from the ground), point b (1.5–1.7 m from the ground), and environmental area point c (2.0 m away from the operating table) outside the operating table were monitored during the operation. Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the measurement points.

Experimental Pilot and Instrument

The operating room temperature, relative humidity, and operation time were 24.6 ± 1.3°C, 46.7 ± 1.2%, and 2.5 h, respectively. The whole test process was synchronized with the doctor's operation time, and the test times for all the instruments were synchronized to eliminate experimental errors caused by experimental asynchronous testing. Experimental studies had shown that there were obvious differences in the doses of surgical smoke produced by different parts of human surgery (Su et al., 2019). According to interviews with front-line medical staff, the surgical smoke generated during prostate and thyroid cancer resection...
was the most irritating to the human body. In response to the needs of on-site medical staff, the article repeatedly monitored multiple thyroid surgery and prostate cancer surgery at the same time, and took the average value of PM as an explanation. In view of the high degree of purification of the pre-operative environment, the effect of the PM concentration on the experiment environment was ignored. To avoid hindering the doctor's operation, portable dust testing instruments were used in all the experiments. Portable aerosol optical particle size spectrometer probes from the Grimm Company of Germany were set up at measurement points a and b, and the instrument model was a Grimm 1.108, which recorded data every 0.6 s on average. The range of particulate matter tested was 0.30–20 µm. A portable atmospheric dust monitor from TSI Incorporated (model TSI8530, United States) was set up at point c, and the instrument model was TSI8530. The concentration at measurement points a and b, and the instrument model was Grimm 1.108, which recorded data every 0.6 s on average. The range of particulate matter tested was 0.30–20 µm. A portable atmospheric dust monitor from TSI Incorporated (model TSI8530, United States) was set up at point c, and the range of particulate matter tested was 0.10–10 µm. Table 1 shows the specific parameters of the test instruments. To avoid interference with the operating procedures of the medical staff, all probes were fixed on medical equipment at a certain height near the operating table. There was not a significant difference in the risk of exposure in the same surgical environment between members of the same medical team (Ragde et al., 2016). According to the GB3095-2012 “Ambient Air Quality Standard,” an average PM2.5 concentration of < 35.00 µg m⁻³ meets the requirements for air cleanliness, and an average PM2.5 concentration of < 75.00 µg m⁻³ meets the health requirements for personnel.

Experiment Content and Control Strategy

The operating room of a hospital in Shanghai was used as the test object to monitor the concentration of particulate matter in the concentration area of the medical staff and the public environment area under different operating conditions. The main features were as follows. (1) Measurement points were set in the public environment areas in the operation zone, respiratory zone, and public environment zone. The concentrations of fine particulate matter in different locations of the operating room during two different operations (prostate and thyroid cancer resection) and three different scalps (electric scalpel, laser scalpel, and ultrasound scalpel) were obtained by synchronized measurements. A double sample t-test (significance level P < 0.05) was used to test the results, which provided a reliable basis for future research on the monitoring and control technology of clean surgical environments. (2) A small surgical smoke circulation purification system was designed. The operating principle is shown in Fig. 3(A). A group of combined ultra-quiet purification units was arranged at the foot of the operation bed, a long strip air supply port was arranged above the head of the patient, and a smoke exhaust port was arranged at the foot area. When the doctor performed the operation, the air supply section blew clean fresh air from the air supply port and blew the surgical smoke to the smoke exhaust port. The air exhaust port drew in the surgical smoke and sent it to the purification and disinfection sections to process the polluted air stream to satisfy the GB50333-2013 “Building Technical Specification for Clean Surgery Department of the Hospital” standard for recycling, forming an air curtain layer above the operating table. This provided the fastest isolation and suction of surgical smoke, preventing the smoke from escaping to the environment, as shown in Fig. 3(B). (3) The particle concentrations of the doctor's respiratory zone were compared and analyzed under conventional surgical purification conditions to evaluate the protective effect of the small surgical smoke circulation purification system. The framework for determining the effect of the surgical smoke concentration factors and control strategy are shown in Fig. 4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Different Types of Surgical Procedures

The time-dependent characteristics of the particulate matter concentration at different measurement points during two different operations with the same scalpel were tested, and the test results are shown in Fig. 5. The statistical results showed that the concentrations of a, b, c paroxysmal particles in the three sites of the prostate cancer surgery were higher than those of the thyroid cancer surgery. Therefore, the particle concentrations of different types of surgical smoke can differ significantly. The mean value of the concentration at measurement points a and b exceeded the limit by about 400.0%. The particulate matter at measurement point a was mainly PM2.5. Measurement point b contained coarse PM10 particles. The concentrations of the two surgical smokes at measurement point c met the environmental requirements.

Figs. 5(A) and 5(B) show the PM2.5 and PM10 distribution changes for measurement point a during the prostate cancer surgery and thyroid cancer surgery, respectively. There were significant differences in the concentrations of PM2.5 and PM10 between the two surgical smog types in the doctors’ respiratory zone, and there was a significant difference between the two concentrations (all P < 0.001). Especially when the scalpel is turned on, the concentration of PM2.5 reached approximately 425.63 µg m⁻³ and 812.34 µg m⁻³, which indicated serious pollution, when regardless of the other affecting components of air quality. The ratio of PM10/PM2.5 was found to be close to one, the particulates in the surgical smoke were almost all PM2.5 (Baier et al., 2019). The PM2.5 was surgical smoke is concentrated in the respiratory zone.

Table 1. Test instrument parameter table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Name of instrument</th>
<th>Brand model</th>
<th>Number of instruments</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Test range (µg m⁻³)</th>
<th>Particle size range (µm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Portable aerosol optical particle size spectrometer</td>
<td>Grimm1.108</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>± 2%</td>
<td>1.0 × 10⁻¹–1.0 × 10²</td>
<td>0.30–20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Atmospheric dust monitor</td>
<td>TSI8530</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>± 5%</td>
<td>1.0 × 10⁻³–4.0 × 10⁴</td>
<td>0.10–10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the medical staff under the influence of the hot plume. This indicated that the delivery of clean air was affected at the top of the operating room. This caused a sharp increase in the concentration of PM$_{2.5}$ at measurement point a, which dropped rapidly. Such incidents result in medical personnel immediately inhaling particles to the alveoli, which is harmful to their health (Fan et al., 2019). Therefore, it was obvious differences that the concentration of PM produced by cutting different tissue cells during the operation.

Figs. 5(C) and 5(D) show the PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$ distribution changes for measurement point b during prostate and thyroid cancer surgeries, respectively. The peak times of PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$ increased, and their fluctuations were large (all P < 0.001). The ratio of PM$_{10}$/PM$_{2.5}$ was stable at values greater than one, indicating that the operating area mainly contained PM$_{10}$ particles. There was a large amount of cell debris in the paroxysmal particles in the local area of the surgical site, possibly due to its proximity to the knife edge (Heinsohn et al., 1991). Every time the scalpel was turned on, the PM concentration increased sharply. The peak value was close
to 800.0 µg m⁻³, which was approximately 6–8 times higher than the normal value. Those measuring 0.5 to 10.0 µm were considered as “powder harmful to the lung” because it could penetrate in its deepest areas. However, medical staff members in the operating room and administrators ignored the hazards of surgical smoke.

Figs. 5(E) and 5(F) show the PM₂.₅ and PM₁₀ distribution changes for measurement point c during the prostate and thyroid cancer surgeries, respectively. The PM₂.₅ concentration in the area outside the operating table during the operation was less than 35.00 µg m⁻³, indicating that the fine particle concentration in the public area outside the operating table met the requirements for the clean environment control during the operation.

**Different Surgical Scalpels**

To explore the effect of scalpel type on the characteristics of paroxysmal particulate matter during an operation, the surgical test environment was kept the same. The measurement time was 13:00–15:30. Fig. 6 shows the statistical analyses of the PM₂.₅ and PM₁₀ concentrations of surgical paroxysmal particulate matter for three kinds of scalpels (electric, laser,
and ultrasound). There were significant differences in the particle concentrations and sizes of the surgical smoke generated by the three scalpels cutting human tissue. The mean values of the concentration of the surgical smoke generated by the electric knife at measurement points a and b were the largest. The surgical smoke produced by the three scalpels mainly contained fine particles in the range of 0.3–2.5 µm, which can cause headaches and inflammation of the eyes and mucous membranes among medical staff members in the operating room (Mosonik et al., 2018). For the three types of scalpels cutting human tissue, the mean value of the particle concentration at measurement point c met the requirements for environmental control.

Figs. 6(A) and 6(B) show the mass concentrations of

![Box plots of paroxysmal fine particulate mass concentrations induced by different scalpels. The box plots show 5th and 95th percentiles, 1st ($Q_1$) and 3rd ($Q_3$) quartiles, and median value of the ratios. Upper (U) and lower (L) whiskers were evaluated as $U = Q_3 + 1.5 \times (Q_3 - Q_1)$ and $L = Q_1 - 1.5 \times (Q_3 - Q_1)$, respectively. Measurement data higher than the “upper whisker” or lower than the “lower whisker” were considered to be outliers and are not shown here.](image)
PM10 and PM2.5 at measurement point a, respectively, with box diagrams. The median mass concentrations of PM10 at point a were 116.4, 121.2, and 43.23 µg m–3 for electric, laser, and ultrasound scalpel operations, respectively. However, from the length of the box, the box of the electrosurgical operation was significantly longer, indicating that the fluctuation of the particle concentration during the electrosurgical surgery operation was highly volatile in Fig. 6(A). The median values of PM2.5 were 102.1, 96.23, and 36.83 µg m–3 for electric, laser, and ultrasound operations, respectively in Fig. 6(B). The main component of the suspended particles in the operating smoke produced by the three kinds of scalpels at the upper part of the operating table was PM2.5 (Bae et al., 2018).

Figs. 6(C) and 6(D) show box diagrams of the mass concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5, respectively, at measurement point b. The median values of PM10 at point b were 223.2, 148.6, and 124.3 µg m–3 for the electric, laser, and ultrasound scalpel operations, respectively in Fig. 6(C). The median mass concentrations of PM2.5 were 102.4, 141.5, and 172.2 µg m–3 in Fig. 6(D), and the corresponding values of PM10 and PM2.5 were almost equal. These results revealed that the total weight concentration of fine particulate matter in the operating area was close to that of the smoke generated by the three scalpels.

Figs. 6(E) and 6(F) show the mass concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5, respectively, at measurement point c. The mass concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 in the indoor public environment during the operations using the three scalpels were not more than 30.00 µg m–3, which were much smaller than the concentration of fine particles near the operating table. The concentration of suspended fine particulate matter in the operating and respiratory areas near the operating table exceeded the standard during the operation, which would significantly endanger the occupational health of the medical staff (Stocks et al., 2010; Mentese and Tasdibi, 2016). However, the concentration of the indoor public environment area met the requirements for clean control, and the main component was PM2.5.

The fine particles in the surgical plume carry viral genes or carcinogens suspended in the respiratory areas of the medical staff due to thermal buoyancy during the operation of the scalpel, which directly endangers the health of the medical staff (Ziegler et al., 1998). The peak mass concentrations of fine particulate matter 500 s before and after the opening by the three scalpels were analyzed: L (laser scalpel), E (electric scalpel), and F (ultrasonic scalpel), as shown in Fig. 7(A).

The total mass concentration (326.8 µg m–3) of fine particles produced by the electric knife was significantly higher than that of the other two scalpels. Analogously, the total mass concentration of fine particles produced by the laser scalpel (262.4 µg m–3) was similar to that produced by the ultrasonic scalpel (251.3 µg m–3). The particle size of lung-damaging dust was generally 0.5–5 µm, which can cause severe lung injuries, such as bronchitis and asthma (Ziegler et al., 1998). The results reveal that the average particle sizes of the smoke generated by the electric, laser, and ultrasonic scalpels were 0.07, 0.317, and 0.35–6.5 µm, respectively (Bensaha, 2013; Yau and Ding, 2015; Applewhite et al., 2017).

Fig. 7(B) shows that the surgical smoke produced by the three scalpels mainly contained fine particles in the range of 0.3–2.5 µm. The particle size was lower than that of the lung-damaging dust. The concentration of fine particles produced by the electrosurgical knife was also significantly higher than that of the other two types of scalpels, endangering the health of the medical personnel.

Control Strategies to Prevent Doctors’ Exposure to Surgical Smoke

High-efficiency purification of clean room particles could effectively prevent post-operative infections and protect the health of the medical staff. From the analysis of the test data in this paper, the purification system of the traditional clean operating room could only meet the control standard of the concentration of the public environment. For the particles close to the operation area of the operating table (near the patient) and the respiratory zone (near the medical staff) during the operation opening time, the concentrations were much greater than the clean operating room control requirements (Bensaha, 2013; Zahir et al., 2018). Traditional clean operating room ventilation system purification could not guarantee the health of surgical patients and medical staff.
The small-scale circulating purification and dust removal system was designed to form an air curtain above the operating bed to prevent the operation smoke from being emitted to the surrounding environment (the doctor's respiratory zone) and to capture the surgical smoke particles as quickly as possible (Nikaeen et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2019). According to the previous results, the same type of surgery using an electric knife was analyzed, ignoring other external interference factors (such as the operation door opening and medical staff motion). Two operating plans were designed for the ventilation and purification system in the operating room. Plan 1: The operating room was only equipped with a large replacement ventilation system. The small and medium circulation purification system in Fig. 2 was closed, and the PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentrations at measurement points b and c were measured within 500 s of the electric knife being turned on. Plan 2: The operating room was equipped with a large displacement ventilation system and the small and medium circulation purification systems shown in Fig. 2. The PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentrations at measurement points b and c were measured within 500 s of the electric knife being turned on. Finally, the PM$_{2.5}$ mass concentration values at measurement points b and c of the two operating strategies were compared and analyzed, as shown in Fig. 8. Compared with plan 1, plan 2 significantly reduced the PM$_{2.5}$ concentration at measurement point a (breathing zone) when the electric knife was turned on. The average reduction was about 200.0%, and the PM$_{2.5}$ concentration was close to 75 µg m$^{-3}$ in Fig. 8(A). This basically met the ambient air requirements for the personnel occupational health. Thus, the use of small and medium circulation purification systems could prevent the exposure hazards of surgical medical staff to surgical smoke. For measurement point b (operation zone), plan 2 could also reduce the PM$_{2.5}$ value significantly compared to plan 1, by about 50.0%. However, the PM$_{2.5}$ concentration values were > 75 µg m$^{-3}$ in Fig. 8(B), indicating that fine particles in this area still exceeded the standard. This may have been because the rising smoke during the operation was blocked by the air curtain at the top. Thus, some fine particles were not drawn in and purified in time, escaping to both sides. There was a possibility of further escape to other areas of the environment. Barrier measures were set on both sides to prevent the further dispersal of fine particles in the surgical smoke.

**CONCLUSION**

Paroxysmal fine particulate matter released during surgical procedures endangers the health of medical personnel in operating rooms. The real-time variations of the concentration of fine particulate matter in a confined clean laboratory under different operating conditions were studied. Based on the results, a small surgical smoke circulation purification and dust removal system was designed, and the PM$_{2.5}$ concentration values at measurement points a and b under the two control plans were compared and analyzed. The main conclusions were as follows. (1) The particle concentration of different types of surgical smoke were significantly different. The mean value of the concentrations at measurement points a and b exceeded the limit by about 400.0%. The particulate matter at measurement point a was mainly PM$_{2.5}$. Measurement point b contained coarse PM$_{10}$ particles. The concentrations of the two surgical smokes at measurement point c met the environmental requirements. (2) There were significant differences in the particle concentrations and sizes in the surgical smoke generated by the three types of scalpels cutting human tissue. The mean values of the concentration of surgical smoke generated by the electric knife at measurement points a and b were the largest, the surgical smoke produced by the three scalpels mainly contained fine particles in the range of 0.3–2.5 µm, which is the most harmful to the occupational health of the surgical medical staff. Using the three types of scalpels to cut human tissue, the mean value of the particle concentration at measurement point c met the requirements for environmental control. (3) Compared with plan 1, plan 2 could significantly
reduce the PM$_{2.5}$ concentration at measurement point a (breathing zone) when the electric knife was turned on. The average reduction was about 200.0%, and the PM$_{2.5}$ concentration was close to 75 µg m$^{-3}$, which basically met the personnel health requirements for ambient air. Thus, a small circulation purification system could significantly prevent medical hazards due to exposure to surgical smoke. For measurement point b (operation area), the PM$_{2.5}$ value decreased by about 50.0%, but the PM$_{2.5}$ concentration values were all > 75 µg m$^{-3}$, indicating that the fine particles in this area still exceeded the standard.

Through the real-time monitoring of the concentration of particulate matter in a clean operating room during operations, the clean operating room was determined to not be “clean” for the surgical staff during the operation. A small surgical smoke circulation purification system was proposed, but the entire design and control strategy must still be determined. The following are items for future studies. (1) Although the small surgical smoke circulation purification system significantly reduced the PM$_{2.5}$ value in the doctor's breathing zone and effectively prevented occupational hazards, the PM$_{2.5}$ concentration in the operating area was still beyond the standard, and there was a possibility of particle escape. Therefore, it is recommended to increase the barrier measures on both sides of the operating table, and doctors should wear protective masks. (2) Ignoring external factors, such as personnel movement and operation door opening during the test, it is recommended to establish a reasonable management system, manage items strictly, reduce personnel flow in the operating room, and establish automatic real-time particulate matter monitoring devices and emergency plans for different parts of the operating room.
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